To reconstruct the tooth surface of a circular arc tooth trace cylindrical gear (CATT gear), one needs to create an accurate 3D model and investigate geometric features of the tooth profile. According to the processing principle of the rotating knife dish milling, and using the space meshing theory and differential geometry, the tooth surface equation and the tooth profile of CATT gears have been deduced. Then, the tooth surface reconstruction of CATT gears was done and a 3D model was created. Next, based on theoretical deduction, it was proven that the profile of the middle section was involute, and the other section was hyperbolic. Finally, the influences of the design parameters on the tooth profile were investigated. The general tendency is that the gear tooth thickness becomes thinner as the gear width increases and the tooth line radius decreases, and the tooth profiles of the concave and the convex tooth surface may intersect. The influences of the module need to be discussed separately. The tooth thickness deviation increases as the module increases. But the relative tooth thickness deviation is opposite. Therefore, it is suggested that R T  (3-4)b and the module should be large to improve the bearing capacity. The results of the investigation provide a reference for the design, profile modification, lubrication, and measuring of CATT gears.
Introduction
With the development of equipment, the requirement for good meshing performance becomes increasingly strict for gear transmission [1] . To achieve good performance, scholars attempt to modify the tooth profile and the tooth line [2] . Therefore, it has been proposed to use a new type of gear transmission. i.e. the circular arc tooth trace cylindrical gears (CATT gears). It has characteristics of traditional gear transmission, and its line of action is a space curve, which avoids the initial instantaneous mesh impact [3] . The tooth line along the teeth width is a spatial arc, on the one hand, making the contact line longer than in the spur gear and resulting in CATT gears having better carrying capacity; on the other hand, it makes the tooth shape become an arc and the tooth width becomes wider, which results in CATT gears D. Ma, Z. Ye, H. Yang Tooth Surface Reconstruction and Tooth Profile Geometric Analysis of Circular Arc Tooth Trace Cylindrical Gear having higher bending strength [4] . CATT gears can overcome the disadvantages of spur gears, helical gears and herringbone gears. Therefore, CATT gears can be used in the field of aviation and aerospace in which gears need to meet the requirements of high speed transmission, carry heavy loads, be stable, produce low noise and have high reliability [5] .
Many studies indicate that the application of CATT gears is very promising [6] [7] . Numerous valuable studies have been carried out by scholars to investigate CATT gears. As for the manufacturing methods, the mainstream methods to cut CATT gears are the rotating knife dish milling processing and the parallel translating mechanism cutting processing [8] [9] [10] . But the characteristics of the tooth surface are different depending on the manufacturing method used. The gear cut by using a parallel translating mechanism is called ideal CATT gear. In the ideal CATT gear, tooth space width and tooth thickness are equal, and the gear's whole tooth profile is involute. However, its stiffness, efficiency and machining accuracy are unsatisfactory, so it cannot be applied in actual production [7] . CATT gears can also be cut by using rotating knife dish milling [9] [10] [11] . In this case, its tooth thickness and tooth space are equal in the middle cross section, but not equal in other sections, because the gear's tooth profiles are different in different sections. Papers [10] [11] reveal that the CATT gear's tooth profile is involute in the middle section, other sections are hyperbolae, but mathematical proof is not provided in the papers. Comparing the two processing methods, the rotating knife dish milling processing is superior, for its structure has enough stiffness, and the processing method has high efficiency, machining accuracy, and the machine equipment can be modified by using the existing machine tools. However, CATT gears cut by using the rotating knife dish milling still need to be further studied for the purposes of application, design, etc. This paper presents current investigation into CATT gears processed by applying the rotating knife dish milling.
Rui-Tang Tseng [12] investigated the undercutting conditions, transmission errors and bearing contact of CATT gears under different assembly conditions by using Latvian's method [13] [14] . Chen Ming and Di Yutao [15] investigated the forming process meshing interference, axis error and meshing influence caused by the centre distance, but they did not discuss the effect of related parameters on the objects of study. Ma Zhenqun [16] proposed a generating method with a tilted double-sided cutter to modify the whole tooth surface of cylindrical gears with arcuate tooth trace for the modification control question. However, he did not investigate the influence of the design parameters. He also did not propose a method to determine the amount of modification of the whole tooth surface for different parameters. Therefore, the method for modifying the whole tooth surface still needs to be further studied for the purposes of application, design, etc. Xiao Huajun [10] established a mathematical model to create a 3D model using Maple. The gear had high surface quality, but the author neither introduced a selection of parameters and a forming process nor analyzed the tooth surface geometric features. Jiang Weixu [17] and Wang Shaojiang [9] realized the CATT gear's simulation processing by using a rack cutter in UG NX8.0, but the surface of the CATT gear is rough, and the model could not be used for analysis and processing. Many researchers investigated the contact strength, bending strength, gear transmission errors, computerized design and simulation of meshing by applying the finite element analysis [18] [19] [20] [21] .
To apply CATT gears as soon as possible, the authors will deduce the tooth surface equation and the tooth profile equation based on the theories of differential geometry and meshing. Then, on this basis, the tooth surface of the CATT gear will be reconstructed. In addition, the authors will discuss the tooth profile features and analyze the influence of the modulus m, tooth line radius R T and gear width b on the tooth thickness. This paper will contribute to the gear design and manufacture. The rotating milling processing device is shown in Fig. 1 . The rotary knife dish is installed on the machine spindle and revolves around it. The double cutting edge tools are installed and fixed onto the edge of the circular knife dishes, and they rotate with it. The distance between the cutter axis and the machine spindle axis is T R . α (pressure angle) is an angle between the internal and the external cutting edge, the cutter axis and the knife dish axis. When the knife dish rotates periodically, two cones of the same size and the opposite cone formed from the internal and the external cutting edge, two cones are used to form the concave and the convex tooth surface. As for the movement of the workpiece, the workpiece rotates around its own axis and it also moves forth and back in the horizontal direction. The tooth surface can be formed cooperatively by the workpiece movement and the knife dish movement. When the tooth is cut completely, the workpiece rotates to the next position for cutting until the whole gear is cut. This processing method can cut the concave and the convex tooth surface at the same time, and it can ensure the accuracy of machining the tooth shape as well as processing efficiency. 
Coordinate systems
To study the forming process and the geometrical relationship of a CATT gear processed by using a rotating knife dish milling device, a coordinate system is set up in the processing system as shown in Fig. 2 . 
are the same as with S , just f O is located at the centre of the workpiece. In Fig. 2, 1 R is the pitch circle of the gear blank; 1  is the rotation angle of the gear blank; T R is the cutter radius (tooth line radius);  is the rotation angle measured from the cutter to the end face of the gear blank in the process of machining and called tooth profile position angle, and the clockwise direction is positive.
The tooth surface of the CATT gears is enveloped by the cutter edge. Therefore, in the derivation process of the tooth surface, the coordinate transformation is needed from 0 
The transformation matrix 2 M from d S to S can be represented as 
The transformation matrix 3 M from S to f S can be represented as 
The transformation matrix 4 M from f S to 1 S can be represented as
Therefore, the transformation matrix M from 0 d S to 1 S can be represented as
2.3 Shape of the cross section and the generatrix equation of the cutting tool In gear machining, the tool geometry has a big influence on the forming of the gear tooth surface. In normal conditions, the tooth surface equation depends on the tool geometry and the relative movement relationship between the cutter and the workpiece. Usually, the effective cross section of the cutting tool is used to study the gear forming process. There are two situations when the geometry parameter of the cutting tool is measured [8] . Some studies regard the cross section of the cutting tool as tooth profile with sharp corners; some other studies regard the cross section of the cutting tool as tooth profile with rounded corners. For simplification purposes, the cutting tool with sharp corners is here adopted to study the tooth surface equation, shown in Fig. 3 . h f is the gear root height of the cutter, h a is the gear top height of the cutter, u is the displacement of a point from the blade to the reference point.
According to Fig. 3 , the radii of the internal and external cutter's edges on the X axis can be represented as 1 1 And, any point on the cross section of the internal and external cutter's edge can be represented as in 0
According to the coordinate transformation, any point on the cross section of the internal and external cutter's edge can be represented as in d S sin cos 4 sin sin 4 cos
Eq. (8) can be written as a vector forming sin cos sin sin cos 4 4
where , , i j k are the unit vectors along the X, Y and Z axes; the vector subscript represents the coordinate system (throughout the paper as well).
In order to study the contact line between the cutter and the workpiece, the tangent vectors of the cutter's revolving surface in the direction of u and  are represented based on the geometric principle and d r sin sin sin cos 4 4
sin cos sin sin cos
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2.4 Tooth surface equation
The machining processing of CATT gears could be regarded as the meshing movement of the basic rack and the workpiece, and the tooth surface is enveloped by the cutter tooth surface [22] . According to the meshing theory, the normal vector is perpendicular to the relative motion vector at the meshing point. Namely, the product of the normal vector and the relative motion vector is zero as shown in Eq. (13). 
And Eq. (9) could be rewritten as
The relative velocity can be represented as
where
Then, Eq. (16) could be rewritten as
b. The contact trace equation between the cutter and the workpiece. Substituting Eq. (12) and Eq. (17) into Eq. (13), the condition which u should satisfy can be represented as
Therefore, combining Eq. (8) 
Tooth surface reconstruction and 3D model
At present, the method of modelling CATT gears is not accurate or clear for the rotating knife dish milling. In the literature [9, 23] a method is presented to create a 3D model of CATT gear by the simulation processing using the gear rack, but then there are knife marks on the tooth surface and the 3D model cannot be used for further study like the finite element analysis and machining. In [10] a new method for creating a 3D model is given, but the modelling process is not clear, and the reference value is not high. Therefore, a new modelling method is discussed to realize the tooth surface reconstruction and create an accurate 3D model. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . The parameters of the CATT gear are as follows: m=8 mm; z=31; R T =500 mm; b=80 mm. Fig. 4 presents a single-tooth surface model. Fig. 5 presents a multi-tooth surface model. To create the accurate 3D model further, the point cloud of the tooth surface is output and imported into UG to create gear surface shown in Fig.  6 . Applying corresponding commands, an accurate 3D model is created and assembled as shown in Fig. 7 . The parameters of the CATT gear are as follows: m=8 mm; z=19; R T =500 mm; b=80 mm. By comparing the CATT gear's surface quality of this model and the model presented in the literature [9, 23] , there are many knife marks on the surface of the model presented in the literature, however the model created in this paper has a high surface quality as shown in Fig. 8 . It can be further used to study the finite element analysis and machining. 
Tooth profile equation
The paper [7] indicates that an ideal CATT gear has equal tooth space width and tooth thickness, and the gear's whole tooth profile is involute. But as for the CATT gear cut by the rotating knife dish, the tooth profile differs from ideal CATT gears. The paper [11] studied the tooth surface curvature characteristics of a cylindrical gear and pointed out features of the tooth profile, but the study is not deep, there is no rigorous proof to support the conclusion. However, the characteristics of the tooth profile are very important to study the design, profile modification, lubrication and measuring of gears. Therefore, it is necessary to prove definitively the tooth profile of CATT gears by applying the mathematical method.
To study the tooth profile of the CATT gear in each cross section, the tooth width is assumed as b. Therefore, the z coordinate of the tooth surface in the 1 S can be represented as:
so the tooth profile equation of in the arbitrary cross section can be represented as 
Model from literature [9, 23] Tooth Surface Reconstruction and Tooth Profile Geometric 
As for the involute profile, 1 sin tan
R is the radius of the base circle, K  is the involute opening angle.
Eq. (25) can also be rewritten as Eq. (26) is the involute profile parametric equation. It indicates that the tooth profile of the CATT gear is an involute tooth profile in the middle cross section. In the other arbitrary cross section, when the parameters of the cutter and the workpiece are determined, the tooth profile equation is a single parameter equation about , so the tooth profile is not an involute profile. According to [24] , Eq. (24) is a hyperbolic equation. Namely, the tooth profile of the other arbitrary cross section is a hyperbolic tooth profile.
Tooth thickness calculation
Meanwhile, the tooth thickness of a CATT gear has also a great influence on the design, profile modification, lubrication, strength and measuring of gears. Therefore, the tooth profile and the tooth thickness must be studied in depth. The tooth thickness of the CATT gear is divided into two categories: normal tooth thickness n S and circumferential tooth thickness t S . This paper mainly discusses the circumferential tooth thickness.
The tooth thickness of the arbitrary cross section is shown schematically in Fig. 10 . The arc length between point A and point B is the tooth thickness. If the coordinates of A and B are known, t S can be calculated by Eq. (27). x y are the coordinates of point B， S is the chord length, k R is the arbitrary circular radius between the tooth top and the base circle.
Based on the tooth profile equation, pictures of the tooth profile are obtained from MATLAB simulation shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . The parameters of the CATT gear are as follows: m=8 mm; z=31; b=80 mm; R T =200 mm and 300 mm, respectively. 
Discussion
According to the tooth profile equation, the tooth profile of the middle cross section is an involute profile, and the tooth profile of the other arbitrary cross section is a hyperbolic tooth profile. The designing parameters including R T , b, and m etc. have a great influence on the tooth profile shape. Therefore, the tooth thickness is different in different cross sections.
In addition, the study [11] indicates that the contact form of the CATT gear in case of the rotating knife dish milling process is a point contact, and the area of the contact ellipse increases as external loads increase. Therefore, it is feasible to improve the bearing ability of the gear by modifying the tooth surface profile. But the tooth profile equation would change as the gear width b changes, so the modification quantity is uncertain. However, the paper [16] does not offer a method to solve the effect of gear width on the modification quantity. The discussion can provide a foundation for the tooth surface modification. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the influence of the gear width on the tooth thickness. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show the influence of the tooth line radius on the tooth thickness. Fig. 17 and Fig.18 show the influence of the module on the tooth thickness. In the figures, B0 expresses the middle cross section; B15, B30 and B45 mean that the distance from the measured cross section to the middle cross section is 15 mm, 30 mm, and 45 mm, respectively; e expresses the tooth thickness deviation, which is equal to the tooth thickness of the measured cross section minus the tooth thickness of the middle cross section; the range of the radius R k extends from the basic radius R b1 to the gear top circle radius R a .
Influence of the gear width on the tooth thickness
The gear width is an important parameter of gear design, and it has an important influence on the geometry characteristics of the tooth surface and contact performances of CATT gears. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the influence of the gear width on the tooth thickness. The parameters are as follows: m=4 mm; z=31; R T =100 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm and 400 mm; the gear width is B0, B15, B30 and B45. 
It is obvious from the graphs that the gear width has an effect on the tooth thickness, and the tooth thickness deviation increases with an increase in the gear width. This indicates D. Ma, Z. Ye, H. Yang Tooth Surface Reconstruction and Tooth Profile Geometric Analysis of Circular Arc Tooth Trace Cylindrical Gear that the tooth thickness gradually becomes thin from the middle cross section to the end surface. It results in low bearing capacity. Meanwhile, due to the thin gear tooth, the tooth surface at the end face will not establish contact; it can result in some waste of material if the gear width is greater. Moreover, at the same cross section, the tooth thickness deviation increases as R k increases. That is to say, the higher the tooth height is, the thinner the tooth thickness becomes. But the closer the cross section is, the smaller the tooth thickness deviation becomes.
Influence of the tooth line radius on the tooth thickness
The tooth line radius is also an important parameter of CATT gears, and it has an important influence on the geometry characteristics of the tooth surface and contact performances of CATT gears. The parameters of the CATT gear are the same as in Section 3.1. Fig. 15 shows the influence of the tooth line radius on the tooth thickness. From the graphs, it is obvious that the tooth line radius affects the tooth thickness. At the middle cross section, the tooth line radius has almost no influence on the tooth thickness. The tooth profile equation of the middle cross section Eq. (26) indicates that Eq. (26) is not a parametric equation of the tooth line radius. The simulation results are consistent with Eq. (26). In the other arbitrary cross section, as the tooth line radius increases, the tooth thickness becomes thinner. When the tooth line radius is close to the gear width, the tooth profiles of the concave and the convex tooth surface tend to intersect as shown in Fig. 16 . This indicates that CATT gear cannot be cut completely when the tooth line radius is close to or less than the gear width. Moreover, Fig. 14 shows that the tooth thickness deviation will increase as the tooth line radius increases with the same parameters. Module is an important parameter of the gear design. It also has a great influence on the tooth profile. Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the influence of the module on the tooth thickness. The module of the CATT gear is 6 and 8. From Fig. 14, Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 , it is obvious that the tooth thickness deviation increases as the module increases. But the relative tooth thickness deviation, namely e divided by the tooth profile of the middle cross section, decreases as the module increases. Increasing the gear width results in the improvement of the bearing capacity in practical application, and this is feasible for the spur gear and helical gear. As for the CATT gear, based on the influence of the tooth line radius, the gear width and the module on the tooth profile, the tooth width cannot be too large and is constrained by the tooth line radius, because the tooth thickness deviation increases with an increase in the gear width under the fixed tooth line radius. According to Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the authors suggest that the tooth line radius should be three or four times wider than the tooth width to ensure the contact section as large as possible in the direction of the gear width. Moreover, the module should be large to improve stiffness and stability. 
Conclusions
This paper discusses the tooth surface reconstruction and the tooth profile geometry of CATT gears. Firstly, based on the space meshing theory and the principles of differential geometry, the tooth surface equation of CATT gears was deduced. Next, the tooth surface of a CATT gear was reconstructed and a 3D model was created. Then, the tooth profile equation and tooth thickness calculation formula for CATT gears were deduced according to the tooth surface equation. Finally, the influences of the design parameters on the tooth profile were investigated. The main conclusions can be expressed as follows:
1. By theoretical deduction it is proven that the profile of the middle section is involute, and the other section is hyperbolic.
2. The results of the analysis of influences of the design parameters on the tooth profile show that the gear width, the tooth line radius and the module have a great influence on the tooth profile. The general tendency is that the gear tooth thickness becomes thinner with an increase in the gear width and a decrease in the tooth line radius, and the tooth profiles of the concave and the convex tooth surface may intersect. The influences of the module need to be discussed separately. The tooth thickness deviation increases as the module increases. However, the relative tooth thickness deviation decreases as the module increases.
3. Based on the above conclusions, the authors suggest that the tooth line radius should be three or four times wider than the tooth width and the module should be large to improve bearing capacity.
